
 

Your download should start automatically in a few seconds. If not, click here The United States is one of the most complicated and contradictory nations on Earth. It was built with class struggle in mind, and it continues to struggle with this reality today. To shed some light on the diversity of American life, we've compiled a list of 37 movies that showcase various aspects of this strange nation we call
home; from food joints to intimate relationships between friends and family members to strange customs like tipping waiters in restaurants. From Miami to San Francisco, from New York to Los Angeles, take a journey with us through the United States' cinematic history. Ah yes, popcorn cinema at its finest. It perfectly encapsulates the spirit of American filmmaking - fun and entertaining. The
movie really has no complex plot but it's just plain hilarious! You've got Will Ferrell in his prime here, playing all sorts of different characters including the infamous Ron Burgundy. Christina Applegate is gorgeous as well. While you may recognize her from her work in Marjorie Prime or Anchorman 2 , you'll definitely recognize her when she's in this film! The chemistry between Ferrell and
Applegate makes this movie unbelievably charming. Pop this bad boy into your DVD player and you'll be hooked until the very end! A terrifying yet fascinating look at how we treat our elderly, and indeed all disabled citizens in this country. The performances here are stunning and the movie is expertly directed and edited. It's a movie that's impossible to forget. Despite having a cast consisting of
several famous actors such as Ryan Gosling, Rooney Mara, and Michael Fassbender, not many people have heard of this film. It's definitely worth watching though - it's an intimate drama that deals with some important themes such as love, loss, addiction and memory. The ending of the film is particularly gripping. Yes, another movie about a small town in the Midwest, but this film follows a slightly
different path from its peers. Instead of focusing on a main character, it focuses on the lives of several people who live there, and shows how it affects their day-to-day lives. It's actually quite fascinating to see how different people react to similar situations in their lives - that's what makes this movie so fascinating. The comedy here is spot-on as well! A fantastic biopic about one of the most prolific
African Americans in history. The movie focuses not only on his music skills, but also on the various obstacles he had to overcome in his life. The film is electrifying and manages to capture the passion of jazz music perfectly. A touching story about a family breaking apart but sticking together for the first time because one of them falls ill. With two generations of talent, it's no wonder that this film
avoids melodrama and instead opts for an intimate character-driven story about loss. It's one movie that will surely leave you feeling vulnerable.
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